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By Galois theories we mean the collection of theorems hinted at by 
Rotman [ 11. We interpret this to include the usual Galois theory of fields, its 
extension to connected commutative rings [2, 31, Rotman’s own treatment of 
abstract simplicial complexes [ 11, and the theory of covering spaces (perhaps 
as presented by Lubkin [4]). Each of these theories has its relative restriction 
to the notion of normality (or regularity). Jacobson has shown in the field 
case in [ 141 that if one weakens the notion of a group to that of a 
hypergroup, then the normality can be dispensed with (see also Jacobson 
[ 151, Kaloujnine [ 161, and Jewett [5]). In this paper we extend the Jacobson 
theory to connected commutative rings, and by paralleling Michael Barr’s 
extremely clean categorical treatment of the Galois theories [6] we extend 
the Jacobson theory to each of the Galois theories mentioned above. Rather 
than have the Galois object be an unordned hypergroup we have chosen to 
adjoin multiplicities to the hypergroups so they become probability groups 
(see [5], [lo], or [ 111) in the sense of being finite groups with multiplication 
only defined probabilistically. The normal or usual finite group case results 
when these probabilities are 0 or 1. After the Galois object has been defined 
for any extension in Section 1, we give in Section 2 an investigation of the 
structure of these Galois objects, making special assumptions where 
necessary but aiming for a few explicit structure theorems. 
Although this paper can be read as being about any of the Galois theories 
mentioned above, it is written specifically in terms of commutative rings with 
no idempotents but 0 and 1 in which context it reads as follows: Let K be a 
connected separable projective commutative ring extension of a commutative 
connected ring F. Let G = Gal(K/F) be the set of all minimal non-zero idem- 
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potentsofKO,K.ForxEGletA,=(KO,K).x,andleto,,z,:K-,A, 
be defined by k ++ (k @ 1) . x and k I+ (1 @ k) . x, respectively (so the 
(u,, A,, r), x E G are exactly the distinct non-isomorphic compositums of K 
with K over F). For x, y, z E G, let A, OK A, OK A, OK denote the F-module 
A, OFA,, @,A, taken modulo the submodule generated by all 
a, . TX@,) 0 ay 0 a, - a, 0 u,(k) . ay 0 a,, 
a, 0 ay . +J 0 a, - a, 0 ay 0 u,(k,) e a,, 
and 
a, 0 ay 0 a, - r,(kJ - o,(b) . a, 0 ay 0 a, 
witha,EA,,a,EA,,a,EA,,k,,k,,k,EK.AlsoifJI:KO,K~KO,K 
is generated by a @ b t--+ b @ a, let z-l denote J(z). Write p,(x, y) for the 
dimension (i.e., rank) of A, OK A,, Ox A,-, OK times dim, K/(dim, A, + 
dim, Ay). Then if one interprets this as the probability that x . y = z, G 
satisfies all the axioms for a group after they have been rephrased 
probabilistically. Also the subgroups (i.e., the subsets containing 1, closed 
under ( )-‘, and closed under probabilistic multiplication) correspond bijec- 
tively with the rings which lie between F and K and are separable 
(equivalently separable and projective) over F. These are the same as the 
rings between F and K which have K projective (equivalently separable and 
projective) over them. The correspondence reverses containment, and if H 
corresponds to L, then Hz Gal(K/L), and G//H can be constructed from G 
and H alone with G//H 2 Gal(L/F). Also dim, K can be computed from G 
alone, and the probabilities for G will be 0 or 1 (i.e., G will be a true group) 
if and only if K is normal over F. Then the second section looks at some 
explicit possibilities for G and its probabilities. 
In the field case all of this restricts to the Jacobson theory. But it can also 
be extended to any of the several categories mentioned above, and the most 
basic extension is to the category of finite, transitive, continuous G-sets 
where G is a profinite group. In this extension what we are doing amounts to 
double coset theory, and this extension includes (by various arguments) all 
the other cases. We have chosen not to develop this paper in terms of this 
case alone, both because the proofs would not be that much shorter and 
because we feel it would obscure what is really happening. We are treating 
four situations at once, so the whole paper (except the proofs of Propositions 
1.1-1.5) consists of diagram and universal map chasings in categories. We 
have tried to soften the austerity of categories by using the language of 
separable ring extensions, but because we want the fourfold application 
called upon by Rotman [ 11, we never use elements (or words like surjective). 
The question arises as to whether the integral probability groups (we study 
them in our Section 2), are much more general than what can appear as a 
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Gal(K/F) (see Theorem 1.1). Using the normal cover(from [6]), one can 
easily check that each Gal(K/F) can be represented as r/A for F a finite 
group and A a subgroup (see Example 2.1 of [ 111). Whether this is much of 
a restriction over being an integral probability group seems to be like the 
question of whether the analytic definition of a projective space is much of a 
restriction over the synthetic definition; in fact the only example which we 
know of an integral probability group which is not isomorphic to a r//A for 
appropriate F and A is a non-Desargueau projective plane (see Example 2.4 
of [ 11 I). We may view the F and A as being in some sense an extended coor- 
dinate system; to Gal(K/F) they are certainly not in any sense unique or 
natural, but it is the content of Barr’s construction of a normal cover [6] that 
once the category is large enough to satisfy the statement of Proposition 1.4, 
then F and A can be chosen in a natural way. What we meant when we 
spoke of various arguments was that the Galois theory for F can easily be 
seen to imply it for r//A since any probability subgroup of r//A has the form 
P//A with F’ a subgroup of F containing A. 
1. NON-NORMAL GALOIS THEORY 
“Commutative ring” will always mean “commutative ring with identity” 
and “ring homomorphism” will mean “ring homomorphism taking 1 to 1.” 
Let F be a commutative ring with exactly two idempotents (necessarily 1 and 
0 with 1 # 0). For simplicity, one could restrict attention to the case that F 
is a perfect field. More generally, one could let F be any object in a category 
which satisfies the (suggested by Barr [6]) propositions below. 
Consider a pair v, K) where K is a commutative ring with exactly two 
idempotents and f is a ring homomorphism from F to K. Consider the con- 
ditions: 
(1) f is one-one, 
(2) K is finitely generated (as a module) over F, 
(3) K is strongly separable over F (meaning 3 an additive group 
homomorphism t from K to F and 3x, ,..., x,, yi ,..., Y,,, E K (some m) with 
2 xi . yi = 1, C f(t(k . Xi)) * yi = k, and t(f(a) . k) = u - t(k) Vk E K, 
UEF). 
Then (3) is equivalent to K being projective both as an F-module and as a 
K OF K-module (see [7]; this is also equivalent to K being finitely presented 
as an F-module and K being etale over F in the sense of the work of Iversen 
[S, p. 631). Condition (3) implies (2), and one can check that (3) also implies 
(1) (see Lemma 1.6 of [3]). If F is a perfect field, one can show that (2) 
implies both (1) and (3) and that K is a perfect field. We simply call V; K) a 
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finite (separable) extension of F if (3) holds [hence (1) and (2) also]. We 
will often leave out the “(separable),” since it is tacitly implied. We often 
abbreviate (f K) by K, call f the natural injection from F to K, and identify 
F with a subset of K by J If K and L are two finite extensions of F, a 
homomorphism from K to L is a ring homomorphism g: K + L such that 
g(a) = a Vu E F [i.e., such that g(f(u)) = h(u) Vu E F where h is the natural 
injection from F to L]. The choice of the next few propositions as building 
blocks comes from [6]. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let g: K -+ L, a: E -+ K, p: E + K be homomorphisms 
of finite extensions of F with g o a = g 0 /?. Then a = /3. 
Proof. By [3], g is injective, so the result follows. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. F itself with the identity map, is a finite extension of 
F, and tf K is any finite extension of F, then there is a unique homomorphism 
from F to K (i.e., the category offinite extensions of F has an initial object). 
Proof. Obvious. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Let g: K + L, h: K + E be homomorphisms of finite 
extensions of F. Then there exists a finite extension T of F and 
homomorphisms a: L + T, /3: E + T with a o g = p 0 h. 
Proof. By [3, p. 4641 both g and h are strongly separable (finite 
extensions of K). Then using the definition, one checks that L OK E satisfies 
all the conditions of a strongly separable finite extension of K except that of 
having exactly two idempotents. Letting e be a minimal non-zero idempotent 
of L Ox E (which can be checked to exist by using K has exactly two idem- 
potents and using [7, p. 94]), we let T = (L OK E) . e with which the result is 
easily shown. 
PROPOSITION 1.4. Let K be any finite extension of F. Then for any finite 
extension L of F there exists a set A, ,..., A,, of finite extensions of F and 
homomorphisms 
a,:K-,A,,r,:L-+A, ,..., a,:K+A,, z,:L-+A, 
such that for any finite extension A of F and homomorphisms 6: K --) A, 
t: L + A there is u unique pair (i, f) where i E ( l,..., n), f: A, i A is a 
homomorphism, and f o ot = o, f o 5, = r. Moreover, as L varies over all 
finite extensions of F, the number n is bounded. 
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Proof: One checks that K@, L satisfies all the conditions of being a 
finite extension of F except that of having exactly two idempotents. Using the 
fact that F has exactly two idempotents, one can show that the number of 
minimal non-zero idempotents of K OF L is no greater than the rank of K as 
an F-module. Hence if e,,..., e, are all the minimal non-zero idempotents of 
K aFL, letting Ai be (K OF L) a ei, ui be kt-+ (k@ 1). ei, and ri be k++ 
(1 @ b) . ei, for i = l,..., n, the result is easily shown. 
Now using just these four propositions and the notation of Proposition 1.4, 
we can follow Barr [6] and define [K:F] to be the lowest bound for n as L 
varies over all finite extensions of F, or equivalently let [K :F] be the least 
upper bound of the cardinality of the set of all homomorphisms from K to E 
as E varies over all finite extensions of F. We refer to Barr’s proof that these 
two numbers are equal and that they are in fact (if we are willing to use 
more than Propositions 1.1-1.4) the rank of K as an F-module (i.e., for p 
any prime ideal of F the number of elements in a free basis of F, OF K as an 
F,-module). We also let L be K in the notation of Proposition 1.4, in which 
case we write Gal(K/F) for the indexing set (l,..., n}; for iE Gal(K/F) we 
have a finite extension A i of F and homomorphisms ui : K -+ A i, ri : K + A i. 
In other words, as x varies over each element in Gal(K/F), (a,, A,, tx) 
varies over each compositum of K with K over F (up to isomorphism). 
We wish to speak of an arbitrary commutative strongly separable F- 
algebra (i.e., one that may have more or less than two idempotents), but to 
do so using only Propositions 1.1-1.4. To this end we again follow Barr [6] 
and detine a formal F-algebra to be a finite family of finite extensions of F. If 
X = (Aili E I) and Y = {Bjlj E J} are formal F-algebras, a homomorphism 
from X to Y is defined to be a pair (7~,f) where 7c is a map from J to Z andf 
associates to each jE J a homomorphism & from A,(i) to Bj. If Z = 
{C, 1 k E K) is another formal F-algebra and (w, g) is a homomorphism from 
Y to Z, then the composite (w, g) o (n,f) is defined to be (A, h) where A = 
rc o w  and for each k E K, h, is g, o fock) : Antwck)) -+ C,. This gives a 
category which is clearly equivalent to the category of all commutative 
strongly separable F-algebras (reasoning from Lemma 1.6 of [3]). If A is a 
commutative strongly separable F-algebra, and Id(A) is the set of all 
minimal non-zero idempotents of A, then {A . e]e E Id(A)} is a formal F- 
algebra. If X = {A i 1 i E I) is a formal F-algebra, then the direct sum ,JJ A i is 
a commutative strongly separable F-algebra. We will sometimes be sloppy 
and use this category equivalence as if it were an identification; hence if 
X, Y, Z are formal F-algebras and f: Z +X, g: Z + Y are homomorphisms, 
we might write X@, Y for the pushout off and g in the category of all 
formal F-algebras since the pushout in the category of commutative strongly 
separable F-algebras is obviously the tensor product. Also we write [X:F] 
for C [A, : F] and X @ Y for X@, Y. In [6] it is proved that finite colimits 
exist. For x(l),..., x(n) E Gal(K/F), we consider the following diagram: 
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We call this the diagram of x(l),..., x(n). We denote the colimit of this 
diagram by 
(note the extra OK), and call this colimit the circular tensor product. If we 
take it as a formal K-algebra, it is a finite family of finite extensions of F, 
but if we take it as a commutative strongly separable F-algebra, one can 
show that it is just 
where J is the F-submodule generated by all 
where k E K, a, E A,.,, ,..., a,, E AXCn, (i.e., it is just what one would expect it 
to be if the notation for tensor products were circular and not linear). One 
can show the submodule J is actually an ideal, and the resulting F-algebra is 
actually strongly separable. In the above tensor products, A,(i, is taken as a 
left K-module by (T,..~) and as a right K-module by rXCiJ, for i = l,..., n. We 
write 
m(x(l>,..., x(n)) for [Axcl, OKAx(2j OK -em ChA,(,, OK : 4. 
The study of these non-negative integers is the main concern of this paper. 
Let z E Gal(K/F). Then we have homomorphisms t,: K + A, and 
(I,: K -+ A,; so by Proposition 1.4, there exists a unique u E Gal(K/F) and a 
unique homomorphism f: A, + A, with f o u, = rr and f 0 r, = u, . We denote 
v by z-‘. Applying this argument again with z replaced by u, we get 
(z-l)-’ = z and f is an isomorphism. 
For x, y, z E Gal(K/f) we write p,(x, y) for 
m(x, y,z-‘) . [K:F]/([A,:F] - [A,:F]). 
Note that p,(x, y) is non-zero if and only if 
AxOKAyOKAzOrcZ PI, 
where A,, A,, , A, are left K-modules by uX, u,, , rr , respectively, and are right 
K-modules by rX, ty, uz, respectively. The m(x( l),..., x(n)) can be recovered 
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from the p,(x, y); so we can consider the latter numbers as just a convenient 
way of packaging the former numbers. 
Now let x, y, U, t, E Gal(K/F). Also let z E Gal(K/F). Abbreviate 
P=A.O,A,O,A,O,A,O,. 
We designate the homomorphism involved as follows: 
We put these together into the diagram 
and note that 
and 
in, 0 fy = in, 0 f, o 5, = in, o g, o 5, = in, o g, o fsu 
in,OfxOa,=in,Ofz ’ o~z=ln2~gzoaz=In,og,ot,, 
so this diagram commutes. Hence there exists a unique homomorphism k,: 
P+ A4, aa, N, with 
k,otx=in,ofx, k,ot,,=in,of,, k,ot,,=in,og,, k,otv=in,og,. 
LEMMA 1.1. With notation as above, k, is an epimovhism. 
Proof: Consider ~4, oA, N, -S~,~ W with aok,=/3ok,. Then 
aokzOtX=/?okrotx, so aoin,of,=poin,ofx. aok,ot,,=pok,ot,, 
SO aoin,of,,=poin,of,. aok,ot,=~ok,ot,, SO aoin,og,= 
Poin2og,.aok,ot,=pok,ot,,soaoin,og,=poin,og,.Thus 
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and 
Hence if AZ : K @ K -+ A, is defined by I, o in, = u,, A, o in, = 5, (we assume 
context will distinguish these in,, in, from those above), we have 
Thus, aoin,of,oA,=/?oin, 0 f, 0 A,. But A, is checked (using the 
definition of a homomorphism between formal algebras) to be an 
epimorphism; so a o in, of, = /3 o in, o f,. Thus, a o in, o g, =/? o in, o g,. 
Using the uniqueness in the universal mapping property which defines M,, 
we have a o in, = p o in,. Similarly for A’,, we get a o in, = /3 o in,. Thus, 
a = /3 and the lemma has been proved. 
One easily checks that the category of formal F-algebras has finite 
products (the disjoint union of the corresponding families). Because of the 
correspondence with commutative strongly separable F-algebras, if X and Y 
are formal F-algebras, we denote the product of X and Y by X@ Y (and call 
it the direct sum), We denote the empty formal F-algebra by 0. With 
notation as above we consider the direct sum of the M, @,.,, N, over all z in 
Gal(K/F), and denote this direct sum by S. We have a unique 
homomorphism k from P to S with pr, o k = k, for all z E Gal(K/F). We 
wish to show k is an epimorphism (eventually that it is an isomorphism). We 
let G be Gal(K/F), and for each z E G write S, for M, OA, IV,. We let v be 
the composite 
-rfA,O,A,O,A.O,A,O,=P 
and for w  E G, consider the pushout 
Here A,,, denotes the unique homomorphism with II,,, 0 in, = cw and 
A,0 in, = 5,. 
LEMMA 1.2. k, o v = in, o f, o A,. Also &,, is an epimorphism. 
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Proo$ Using formal F-algebras, one checks I, is an epimorphism; so by 
the dual of Proposition 7.1 in the work of Mitchell [9, p. 91 /I,,, is an 
epimorphism. Also 
k, o ,a o q o (a, @ a,) o in, = k, o ,a 0 q 0 in, 0 u,, 
=k,oiuoin,ou,=k,ot,ou, 
= in, 0 g, 0 t, = in, 0 g, 0 5, 
=in,of,05,=in,of,o~,oin,. 
Thus, k, o v = in, o f, o L, and the lemma is proved. 
In order to prove that k is an epimorphism we seem to need: 
PROPOSITION 1.5. Let f: A + B be a homomorphism of finite extensions 
of F. Suppose f is not an isomorphism. Then there exists a finite extension C 
of F and homomorphisms a, /I: B -+ C with a o f = /3 o f and a # /?. 
Proof. Let Z be the image of J Then B is a finite extension of Z with 
rank,(B) > 1. Now from Lemma 1.3 of [3], the proposition is proved. 
With this proposition and the explicit knowledge of homomorphisms 
between formal F-algebras, one checks that a homomorphism between 
formal F-algebras which is both a monomorphism and an epimorphism must 
be an isomorphism. 
LEMMA 1.3. With notation as above, if w = z, then S, = L,,, (by p,,,), 
while if w # z, 0 2: L,,,. 
Proof. Consider the pushout 
K@KLA, 
4v 
1 I 
6 
A, -T Y 
By the dual of Proposition 7.1 of [9, p. 91 both y and6 are epimorphisms. If 
w  = z, then we can take T to be A,,,, y = 1, 6 = 1, so suppose w  # z. Using 
the explicit structure of T = {B,lj E J} as a formal F-algebras, one checks 
that either J= 0 so T2: 0, or y is a monomorphism (and thus an 
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isomorphism). A similar statement for 6 yields that either TN 0, or both y 
and 6 are isomorphisms and y-i o 6 o 1, = 1,. This last statement and the 
resulting diagram 
of formal F-algebras would give w  = z. 
Now consider the pushout 
c & 
T-J c 
Since 1, is an epimorphism, by the dual of Proposition 7.2 of 19, p. 91, we 
can put this aside the last pushout and the result is a pushout. Hence we may 
take L,,, to be J, a,,, to be E 0 y, and &,, to be p. If TN 0, then the fact that 
there is a morphism from J to T and the structure of J as a formal F-algebra 
give that J N- 0. If w  = z, T = A,, 6 = 1, in the last pushout diagram, we can 
take J = S, , p = 1, and E = in, o f,. Thus, the lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 1.4. k: P+ S = c S, is an epimorphism. 
Proof: We form the pushouts 
K@K 
1, 
I 
Since A,,, is an epimorphism, by the dual of Proposition 7.1 of [9, p. 91, c, is 
an epimorphism. By the dual of Proposition 7.2 of [9, p. 91 (since 1, is an 
epimorphism), we may put these two diagrams aside and get a pushout. 
Thus, we may take U,,, to be L,,, , b,,, to be p,,, , and aw,r 0 d, to be a,,, . 
For the moment, letting w  = z, we get a,,, o c, =/I,*, o k, and, by 
Lemma 1.3, p,,, is an isomorphism, so [k,] < [c,] where the brackets 
denote the collection of all epimorphisms isomorphic to (i.e., the factor 
object containing-see the dual of p 6 of Mitchell [9]). But by the dual of 
Proposition 8.1 [9] and Lemma 1.3, if w  # z, then L,,,, N 0 so U,,, 1: 0; so 
hl n kl = LOI, so [k,] n [k,] = [O]. Writing P as a formal F-algebra, P = 
{B,(j E J}, one can check (using Proposition 1.5) that the factor objects of P 
correspond, bijectively and in an containment preserving fashion, with the 
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subsets of J (if JO is a subset of J, the corresponding object is P(J,) = 
{Bj]j E J,,} and the morphism is (z,f) where n(j) =j Vj E J,, and $, = 1 
Vj E J,,). Hence if J, and J, are the subsets of J which correspond to [k,] 
and [k,], respectively, we have J, n J, = 0 when w  # z. Now we recall how 
direct sums (i.e., coproducts) are formed. For each z E G we may identify S, 
with P(J,), in which case the union of the J,, call it J,,, is a disjoint union; so 
P(J,) is the coproduct S and the natural map to it, namely, k, is an 
epimorphism. The lemma has been proven. 
All of what has been done to this point can be done relatively as follows. 
Let Q be the category of all finite extensions of F. Let K, be a finite 
extension of F. Let 9(K,) (or just 2’) be the category whose objects are all 
pairs (g, L), where L is a finite extension of F and g is a homomorphism 
from K, to L. If (g’, L’) is another object, a morphism from (g, L) to 
(g’, L’) is just a homomorphismf from L to L’ such thatf o g = g’. Using 
that $9 satisfies Propositions 1.1-1.5, one can check that 9 satisfies 
Propositions 1.1-1.5. Hence, in particular, with notation as above we can 
speak of [(g, L) :K,] which we write simply as [L : K,]. Using [6] we 
deduce: 
LEMMA 1.5. With notation as above 
[L :K,] = [L :F]/[K,:F]. 
Proof: By [6], there exists a homomorphism f from L to a finite 
extension N of F which is normal (where N is normal means that if B is a 
finite extension of F and a, p: N + B are homomorphisms, then there exists a 
homorphism u: N --+ N with a o v = p). First, we assume f is a cover 
(meaning, if g: L + C with C a finite extension of F, then 3h: N + C with 
h of = g). Barr proves that such exists and 
[L : F] = ] Hom(L, N)I, 
where Hom(-, . .) denotes the set of all homomorphisms from - to a., and ] 1 
denotes cardinality. Also Hom(N, N) is a group, 
Hom,(N,N)= (uEHom(N,N)]aof=f} 
is a subgroup, and using that N is both normal and a cover, one checks that 
) Hom(L, N)I = ] Hom(N, N)]/] Hom,(N, N)]. 
We want this even when N is not a cover, so let N remain a cover, and 
f: N -+ M be a homomorphism where M is normal (so t o f: L --f M is not 
necessarily a cover). Using that N is normal and Proposition 1.1, one checks 
for each 7 E Hom(M, M) there is a unique c-47) E Hom(N, N) with t 0 ~47) = 
7 o t; also a, is a group homomorphism. To show that rp is surjective, let 
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o E Hom(iV, N). We have f o u and t from iV to M so by Proposition 1.3 
there exists a T and homomorphisms a: M-t T, /I: M+ Twith a o t o u = 
p o t. Since M is normal, 3r E Hom(M, M) with /3 = a o r. Thus, a 0 t 0 c = 
a o r o t. By Proposition 1.1, t 0 u = r 0 t, so o(r) = cr. Thus, q is surjective, 
so 
Hom(i’V, N) N Horn@, M)/Hom,(M, M). 
This gives 
I HOW, N)I = I Hom(M W/l Hom,,W, M)I. 
We have proven that if h: L + M has M normal (note such an h can be 
written as t 0 f with f a normal cover), then 
[L :F] = I Hom(M, M)l/l Hom,(M, M)J. 
Also this proof involved only Propositions 1.1-1.4, so as well as holding in 
@ it holds in 9. But one checks that it4 normal in w  implies (h 0 g, M) is 
normal in 9. Also 
and 
Hom((h 0 g, M), (h 0 g, W> = Hom,,,(W M) 
Hom,((h 0 g, M), (h 0 g, M)) = Hom,(M, M). 
Thus, 
Also 
[K, :F] = I Hom(M, W/l Hom,,,(W M)I. 
Multiplyng these last two equalities gives a completed proof of this lemma. 
LEMMA 1.6. Let X, Y be formal F-algebras. Let q be an epimorphism 
from X to Y. Then [X:F] > [Y:F]. If in addition equality holds here, then q 
is an isomorphism. 
Proof We use the characterization of epimorphisms discussed in the last 
part of the proof of Lemma 1.4. Let X = {A,li E I). Then there is a subset J 
of Z so that Y may be taken (up to isomorphism) as (A iI i E J} and q may be 
taken as (x, f) where n(j) = j and fi = 1 Vj E J. The first statement is now 
obvious since 
[X:F] =c [Ai:F] >c [A,:F] = [Y:F]. 
I 1 
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Since each [A i :F] is positive, if in addition [X:F] = [Y :I;], then J = I; so 
(rr,f) is the identity and thus q is an isomorphism and the lemma is proven. 
Because of this lemma, we may prove k is an isomorphism by calculations 
with [ : 1. In the notation above, we may work in either B or 9, and 
anything derived for the one holds for the other. For K and L any finite 
extensions of F, we let A i ,..., A, be the extensions of Proposition 1.4 (and 
call them the compositums of K and L), and by using compositums we 
obtain that there exists an extension E “which contains” (i.e., such that there 
exists a homomorphism to from) K, L, and A, ,...,A,. By Barr [6], we can 
take E to be normal and expand Hom(K @ L, E) two ways to get 
[K@L:F] = [K:F] . [L:F]. 
We may use f, and g, to consider M, and N,, respectively, in 9(A,), and 
apply Lemma 1.5 to get 
[S:F] =x [A,:F] . [M,:A,] . [N,:A,], 
where the sum is over all z E G = Gal(K/F). By use of Lemma 1.6, we will 
have proved that k is an isomorphism once we show [P : F] - [S : F], which 
is certainly a non-negative integer, is actually zero. With the notation above 
this non-negative integer can be written, using Lemma 1.5 again, as 
m(x, y,u,u) -x m(x, y,z-‘) * m(z, u, U)/[A, : F]. 
We will sum this over all v E G and get zero, at which point our proof that k 
is an isomorphism will be completed. 
LEMMA 1.7. For x, y, w E G, 
A.O,A,O,A,O,-KO,,~,,(A.O,A,O,A,). 
Proof. We have the universal solution 
The homomorphism from K @ K to that which we have in mind is the one s 
where s o in, = qx o u, and s o in, = qw o r,. The homomorphism from 
K @ K to K which we have in mind is the one r where r 0 in, = 1 and 
r o in, = 1. To get a homomorphism from the right side of the above to an 
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arbitrary formal F-algebra Q, we need a g from K to Q and an h from 
A, 0, A, OK A, to Q with g o I = h o s, equivalently (after preceding this by 
in, and in,) with 
g=hoq,oa, and g=hoqw,or,. 
Since there is freedom in defining g, we write this as 
h o qx o ux = h o qw o 5,. 
But that h is a homomorphism from A, OK A, OR A, to Q is the same as 
insisting that 
h 0 qx 0 t, = h 0 qy 0 or and hoq,ot,=hoq,oo,,,. 
These three conditions are exactly what characterize a homomorphism from 
the left side above to Q; so the lemma is proved (by letting Q be first the left 
side and then the right side in the usual manner used to prove uniqueness of 
a universal mapping property solution). 
In the work of Barr [6], it is proven that pushouts distribute over 
products. Below we use a slight but obvious (same proof) generalization of 
the last lemma. 
LEMMA 1.8. For z, u E G = Gal(K/F), 
1 P&Y u) = 1 (the sum over all w E G). 
Proof. Since C A, = K @ K, 
= [K C3~goKl(Ax O,c A, OK (K 0 K)) : Fl 
which is 
= [A.C3~AyO&W~KO~ :F;l 
= [KO,A,O,A,O,KO,:F] 
[A,o,A,O,:F]=[A,O,A,:F]=[K:F].[A,O,A, 
=[K:F]-[A,:K].[A,:K] 
= [A, : F] + [A, : F]/[K : F]. 
With this, the lemma follows from the definition of p,,,(x, y). 
:K 
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Now we return to computing 
x r m(x, Y, z - ‘) - m(z, u, u)/[A, : F] 
u z 
= c 1 m(x, y,z-‘) * pu-I(Z, u) * [A, : F]/[K : F] 
z u 
=Cm(x,y,z-‘)* [A,:F]/[K:F] 
= c p,(x, y) * [A, : F] * [A, : F] * [A, : F]/[K : q* 
where a few easily checked identities have been incorporated into the 
argument. This completes our proof which we label for reference as: 
LEMMA 1.9. The map kfrom AxOKAyOKAuOKAvOK to C,(A,O, 
A, OK A,-, OK) Oa, (A, OK A,, OK A, OK) is an isomorphism. 
LEMMA 1.10. Let x(1) ,..., x(n) E G = Gal(K/F). Then, 
481/71/Z-11 
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Proof. Any solution to 
may be flipped about the center so that the uniqueness of colimits gives the 
result. 
We establish notation for the next lemma by considering the maps 
1: K + K, 1: K + K. By Proposition 1.4 there exists a unique e E G and a 
unique homomorphism f: A, -+ K with f o u, = 1, f o t, = 1. But f o ue o f = 
lof=f=fol, so by Proposition 1.1, ue o f = 1. Thus, f is an 
isomorphism. 
LEMMA 1.11. Let Y E G = Gal(K/F). Then, p,(e, Y) = ‘1. 
Proof. One checks 
But 
clearly has colimit 
Y  
/*12 
1 
AY AY 
so AYOKAy-,OK=Ay, so m(e, Y, Y-‘) = [A, : I;] from which the result 
follows. 
LEMMA 1.12. Let x, y E G = Gal(K/F). Then P,(x, Y) > 0 if and on/Y if 
y=x-'. 
Proof. One checks that e -l = e and that all of the next phrases are 
equivalent: pe(x, y) > 0; m(x, y, e-r) > 0; m(x, Y,e) > 0; m(e, X9 Y) > 0; 
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m(e,x, (y-‘)-I) > 0; p,Je,x) > 0. Butp,(e,x)= 1 and Crpr(e,x)= 1,so 
p,-,(e, x) > 0 if and only if y-’ =x. Thus, the lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 1.13. For x, Y,z E G, p,(x, Y)/p,( y, Y- ‘) is a non-negative 
integer. 
Proof. We saw in Lemma 1.11 that m(y, y-l, e) is [A, : F]. By 
Lemma 1.5, m(x, y, zwl)/[Ax : F] is an integer. Now this lemma is easily 
checked. 
We now collect these lemmas in the single statement that G is a finite 
probability group [(l)-(5) below] which is integral [(6) below]. For more on 
this concept we refer, for instance, to [ 111. We point out that (2) below is 
just the associative law in probabilistic form (i.e., the probability that 
(x . y) - u = u is equal to the probability that x - (y - U) = u). 
THEOREM 1.1. Let K be ajkite extension of F. Let G = Gal(K/F) be the 
set of all compositums of K with K. Then G is a finite set and for each 
x, y, z E G we have associated a non-negative real number p,(x, y) such that: 
(1) For allx, yEG, C,p,(x, y)= 1. 
(2) For all x, y, u, v E G 
1 P,(Xv Y> * P”(Z9 u) = ,z P”(X9 w> ’ P,(YY u>* 
z w 
(3) 3e E G with px(e, x) = 1 Vx E G. 
(4) For each x E G, 3 a unique x-’ E G with p,(x, x-‘) > 0. 
(5) Vx,y,zEG,p,-,(Y-‘,x-‘)=P,(x,Y). 
(6) Vx, Y, z E G, P,(x, Y)/P,(Y, Y-‘1 is an integer. 
Proof. Immediately from the above lemmas. 
Although the probability group is really G with p, we will often sloppily 
simply denote it by G. Let G be any finite probability group [i.e., (l)-(5), 
above]. One checks that the e of (3) is unique; we call it the identity and 
often denote it by 1. By a probability-subgroup of G is meant any subset H 
of G such that 1EH; xEH implies x-‘EH; and, x,yEH, zEG, 
pr(x, y) > 0 imply z E H. Let H be such. We write n(H) for 
c CasH) l/p,(a, a-‘). First, we note that H with the restriction of p to 
elements in H is itself a probability group. We write 
Pw(x, Y9 z) for C ~,(x, Y) . pW(u, z). 
u 
Second, for x, y E G we write x - y if and only if 3a,/.I E H with 
~,(a, x, p) > 0 [i.e., Clu E G with pu(a, x) > 0, p,(u,/3) > 01. One checks this 
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is an equivalence relation. We write [xl, for {y E G ( x N ~1, and G//H for 
( [xlH 1 x E G}. For X, Y, Z E G//H, we write 
(aef) (Z&c) 
for x E X, y E Y. We refer to [lo] or [ 1 l] for the fact that this is well 
defined (i.e., is independent of the choice of x E X and y E Y) and makes 
G//H into a probability group. Also n(H) . n(G//H) = n(G). 
We now set up notation for proving a fundamental theorem of non-normal 
Galois theory. We let K be a finite (separable) extension of F. We let G = 
Gal(K/F) be the corresponding probability group. We let R=Z(G) be the 
set of all probability-subgroups of G. We let ,-V = Y(K/F) be the class of all 
subobjects of K (i.e., the class of all isomorphism classes of morphisms into 
in the sense of the work of Mitchell [9, p. 61). If L is a finite (separable, of 
course) extension of F and L --tx K is a morphism into K (by Proposition 1.1 
it is a monomorphism), we let (n) be 
(71 o f/f is an isomorphism with codomain L }, 
and we let, 
Clearly, this is independent of the choice of 7c E (n). 
For x E G (or in any probability group), we denote l/p,(x, x-‘) by h,. 
Thus, n(G) denotes CfXEG) h,. 
LEMMA 1.14. For x E G = Gal(K/F), h, = [A, : K]. Also n(G) = [K : F]. 
Proof. One checks 1 = l-‘, A,-, =A,, and we saw in Lemma 1.11 that 
m(x, x-‘, 1) = [A, : F]; so with Lemma 1.5, one gets h, = [A, : K]. Also 
[K:F]=[K:F]. [K:F]/[K:F]=[KoK:F]/[K:F] 
=[K@K:K]= c [A,:K]=n(G). 
LrsG) 
LEMMA 1.15. Let 71: L + K be a homomorphism. Then G,,, is a 
probability-subgroup of G and G(,, is naturally isomorphic to Gal(K/L). 
ProoJ When we speak of Gal(K/L) here, we really mean Gal((z, K)/L) 
derived as above with the category Q replaced by 9(L). We check directly 
that 1 E G(,, and x E G,,, implies x-’ E G(,, . In noting that 9(L) satisfies 
Proposition 1.4, one checks that Gal((z, K)/L) in fact equals G<,, [with each 
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x E Gh) identified with (a, o 71, A,) in 9(L)]. Hence G(,, is a probability 
group in some way. But for x, y, z E G(,,, Lemma 1.5 gives 
[A,@,A,@,A,-,@,:L]. [K:L] = [A.@,q3,&fO,:q~ W:Fl 
[A,:L].[A,:L] [A, : F] * [A, : F] 
so the probabilities are the same for both ways of looking at G,,,. By 
Lemma 1.8, applied with Q replaced by 9(L), C, JIJX, y) = 1 (the sum 
over all z E G,,,). But for x, y E G,,,, the same lemma applied for 0 gives 
Ep6k Y> = 1 (th e sum over all z E G). Hence pr(x, y) > 0 implies 
(n). Thus, G,,, is a probability-subgroup, and the lemma is proved. 
Continuing with the above notation, let x E G. Then ox 0 rr, r, 0 rr: L -+ A, ; 
so (by Proposition 1.4) there exists a unique a E Gal(L/F) and a unique 
homomorphismf: A, -+ A, with f o (I, = ox o n and f o r, = r, o z. We denote 
a by q(x) and have a natural map q from Gal(K/F) to Gal(L/F). 
LEMMA 1.16. For x E G, q(x) = 1 if and only ifx E G,,,. 
Proof. Without loss we may take A, as L, u, as 1, and r, as 1 (1 
denoting several different things here). Hence v(x) = 1 if and only if there 
exists a homomorphism f: L + A, with f = u, o n, f  = r, o 7~; i.e., if and only 
if ox o rr = t, o z The lemma is proven. 
LEMMA 1.17. Let H= G,,,. Let x, y E G with [xl, = Iv],. Then 
v(x) = V(Y)* 
Proof: 3a, /I E H with pY(a, x, /3) > 0. Thus, 3u E G with Pu(a, x) > 0, 
p&u, p) > 0. Thus, m(a, x,y-‘) > 0 and m(u, /3, y-r) > 0. Using Lemma 1.9, 
we have m(a, x,/I, y-r) > 0. Letting P be A, OK A, OK A, OK A,-, OK, we 
have P is not a terminal object (i.e., not 0), and 3 a commuting diagram 
From this, with o, o z = r, 0 71, o4 o rt = r4 o n, one checks 
f,‘f oa,=fyo goO,, and fxofor,=fyogorb, 
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where a = q(x), b = q(y) and f: A, -+ A,, g: A, + A, satisfy 
f 0 u, = ux 0 7c, f 0 5, = t, 0 7r, g 0 c7b = 6, 0 71, g 0 5b = ty 0 n. 
Since P is not 0, when we write it as a formal F-algebra, P = {Bi 1 i E I), we 
have Z is not empty. Hence 3i E Z so 
Denote the first of these homomorphisms by c and the second by d; applying 
the uniqueness part of Proposition 1.4 to c, d: L + Bi we get a = b, and the 
lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 1.18. The map v is subjective. 
Proof. Let w  E Gal(L/F). Using Proposition 1.3 twice we get the colimit 
is non-zero. Writing K 0, A w  OL K = {B, 1 i E I} as a formal F-algebra we 
thus have 3i E I. By Proposition 1.4 there exists a unique x E Gal(K/F) and 
a unique homomorphism f: A, -+ Bi with f 0 u, = pri 0 a and f 0 r, = pri 0 /I. 
To show f is an epimorphism, let p, V: B, + C with p o f = v o J Then one 
calculates 
poprioyoUW=VoprioyoU,, p 0 pri 0 y 0 t, = V o pri o y o Z,. 
If one lets a be the first of these and b be the second, the uniqueness part of 
Proposition 1.4, when applied to a and b, gives p 0 Pri 0 y = v 0 pri 0 y. But 
one also computes 
p 0 pr, 0 a = v 0 pri o a, ,uoprioP=voprio/?. 
Hence the uniqueness part of the colimit L OL A, OL K gives P 0 pri = 
v o pri. The characterization of epimorphisms discussed in the proof of 
Lemma 1.4 gives that pri is an epimorphism; so p = v. This proves f is an 
epimorphism. Hence by Proposition 1.5, f is an isomorphism. One notes 
f-‘oprioy:A,+A, satisfies f-‘oprioYoUw=U,o~ and f-’ 0 pri 0 
y o r, = r, o n. Thus, q(x) = w  and the lemma is proved. 
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We wish to continue with the notation of this above proof except we write 
fi for f and x(i) for x. Just suppose i, j E I with x(i) = x(j). Then letting x = 
x(i) =x(j), and letting t be the isomorphism fj of ;’ we check t 0 pri 0 a = 
prj o a, t o pri o /I = prj o /I. From these one gets t o pri 0 y 0 ow = prj 0 y 0 o,,, 
and toprioyo?,+,=prjoyo~,,,. But with the uniqueness part of 
Proposition 1.4, this gives t o pri o y = prj 0 y. Now the uniqueness part of 
the above displayed digram gives t o pri = prj. Since t is an isomorphism, 
the discussion of epimorphisms in the proof of Lemma 1.4 gives that i = j. 
LEMMA 1.19. Suppose 
LACtl-L, D .D C, LaBAL 
are homomorphisms of extensions of F. Then 
Proof. We have three colimits involved. 
One checks that in,opor=in20roa and in,opoa=in,oro/3; so there 
exists a unique homomorphism q: R + S with a, o t = in, and rp o q = in, 0 r. 
Also one notes t o p o r = q o a and t o p o Q = q o/I; so there exists a unique 
homomorphismW:Q-,RwithWos=topandWor=q.SinceWos=top, 
there exists a unique homomorphism 8: S + R with 6’ o in, = t and 
80 in,= w. One checks that 80 rp o t= 1 o t and 00 rp o q= 1 o q; so 
Borp=l.Alsoonechecksthatrpo~os=in,osand~oylor=in,or;so 
v, o I+I = in,. Thus, v, o 0 o in, = 1 o in, and g o f? o in, = 1 o in2, which give 
that rp o 0 = 1. This proves that Ed and 0 are isomorphisms and are inverses of 
each other. The lemma is proved. 
Now we let s, y E G, q(x) = U, r(y) = u, w  E Gal(L/F). We have unique 
f,g with f ou,,=u,oa, fot,=t,oz, gotso=uyoz, gorv=5,,oz The 
first and sixth equality below come from Lemma 1.19. 
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But 
where H is G(,, = {a E G with ~(a) = 1). Writing ‘I* for the well-defined (by 
Lemma 1.16) map from G//H to Gal&/F) where v*([x]“) = v(x), with the 
above one calculates 
c PzUXlIf3 [Ylff) = P,W)~ rl(Y))* (1) 
(Zwithq*(Z)=w) 
In any probability group we write h, for l/p,(x, x-‘). Letting w  = 1 in (1) 
and using Lemma 1.16 we get h, = h,*(,, for any X E G//H. Now returning 
to w  any element in Gal&/F), and using Lemmas 1.15 and 1.14 (with K/F 
replaced by K/L) 
h,.n(H)=[K:L].[A,:L].[K:L]/[K:L] 
= [K@,A,@,K:L]/[K:L]= [KO,A,@,K:K], 
where, for the last equality, it does not matter whether one uses in, or in, as 
the homomorphism. But in turn, by results above, 
[KO,A,O,K:K]= 1 [A,(,):K]= C hx(i), 
(ICI) tien 
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where the x(i) are distinct, for each i E Z, and I = w. We write S, for 
{x(i) 1 i E I} and have 
and h;n(H)= c h,. 
(XCS,.) 
Letting S = U S,, using 9 to note this union is disjoint, and summing over 
all w  E Gal(L/F), we have (with Lemma 1.15) 
n(Gal(L/F)) . n(Gal(K/L) = 2 h,; 
(XES) 
so by Lemma 1.14 (applied three times) 
(x&Gjh,=n(G)=[K:F]=[L:F].[K:L]= c h,, 
(XES) 
and since each h, is positive, G = S. Thus, S, = q- ‘(1 IV}) for each w. Thus, 
h,= 1 b/n W), 
(XEv-‘(lWl)) 
and if XE G//H with q*(X) = w, h, = h,. But it is easily checked (or see 
[11]) that 
hx = c k/W). 
hex) 
Thus, r~-‘({w}) is a single X. This proves that the map ‘I* is bijective. Now 
returning to the displayed formula above which is labelled (l), we get that ‘I* 
is an isomorphism of probability groups, and we have proved 
LEMMA 1.20. G//G,,, is naturally isomorphic to Gal(L/F). 
LEMMA 1.21. Zf [K : F] = 1, then K is isomorphic to F (i.e., K is an 
initial object). 
ProoJ By Proposition 1.2 there is a homomorphism f: F -+ K. Just 
suppose f is not an isomorphism and [K : F] = 1. By Proposition 1.5, 3a,p: 
K -+ C with a # /J. By Lemma 1.14, Gal(K/F) = ( 1 }. By Proposition 1.4, 
there is a unique homomorphism g: A, -+Cwithgoa,=a,gor,=/3.Since 
one may take A, = K, u, = 1, r, = 1, we have a = g = /3 which contradicts 
a #P. 
LEMMA 1.22. The natural map (n) t+ G,,, from the set Y(K/F) of all 
subobjects of K into the set 2’(G) of all probability-subgroups of G is 
injective. 
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Proo$ Let z: L + K and p: J+ K have G,,, = H = Gtp). By 
Proposition1.4, 3 an f:Ai+K with f ou,.=z, fozi=p. For xEH, 
ux 0 71= 5, 0 7r, ux 0 p = 5,o p, so ox of o ui = r, of o ui and (T, of o ri = 
r, o f o ri. Letting a, b be the first and second of these, respectively, 
Proposition 1.4 says there is a unique g: Ai + K with g o ui = a, g o ti = b. 
Thus, ux of = r, o f. In turn this implies uX of o ui = 5, o f o ui or uX o x = 
r, o 71. Thus, H = G,, . ByLemma1.14, [K:L]=n(H)=[K:Ai] whichby 
Lemma 1.5 is [K: L]/[A, : L]. Thus, [Ai : L] = 1; so by Lemma 1.21, ui is 
an isomorphism. Similarly, ri is an isomorphism. Thus, (7~) = (f) and 
@) = (f ); so (7~) = @). This proves the lemma. 
LEMMA 1.23. The partially ordered set 9 = Y(K/F) of all subobjects of 
K is a finite lattice. 
Proof: It is finite by Lemma 1.22, it has least element by Proposition 1.2, 
and one checks that (1) is a largest element. Let (z), (p) E 9 where 
z: L + K, p: J+ K. By Proposition 1.4, 3 unique i and a unique f: Ai -t K 
with f o ui = rr, f o ri = p. Thus, (n) < (f ), @) < (f ). Let g: B --t K satisfy 
(x)<(g), G)<(g). We can write goa=z, gop=p, where a:L-+B. 
/I: J-+ B. By Proposition 1.4, there is a unique j and unique k: Aj-+ B with 
kouj=a, kozj=P. Thus gok:Aj-+K with gokouj=z, gokosj=p. 
Thus, j = i and f = g o k. Thus, (f) < (g). We have proved that (f) is a 
least upper bound of (z) and @). Since the poset is finite and has a least 
element, the least upper bound of all elements below both (n) and @) is a 
greatest lower bound. The lemma is proved. 
We will note use, but do comment here, that this lemma says a result from 
[6] applies to give that the category of formal F-algebras has finite limits (as 
well as colimits). 
PROPOSITION 1.6. Let y: L + A be a homomorphism of finite extensions 
of F. Let H be a subgroup of {6:A+A ] 60 a =a} =Aut,(A). Let 
p E Aut,(A) with p 6? H. Then 3 a finite extension B of F and 
homomorphisms ,a: L + B, p: B -+A with ,!?op=y, po/?#p, and no/?=/3 
VI E H. 
Proof. Replacing F be L if necessary, without loss we can take L as F. 
Let B = {bE A 1 A(b)= b VA E H}. There exists an additive group 
homomorphism t: A-+ F and a, ,..., a,, b, ,..., b, E A with Cai. bi= 1, 
C t(a * ai) * bi = a, and t(a. ~)=a. t(u) VaE F, aE A. One checks, for 
J # 1, that I E H, 2 n(ai) . bi = 0. Define f (a) = CCACH) n(a) Vu E A. Then 
one checks that 2 f (a . a,) . bi = a Vu E A; so A is strongly separable over 
B, and by Proposition 1.5 of [3], B is strongly separable over F. Now the 
argument from [2, p. 191 which uses the trivial crossed product D(A, H) can 
be applied to give 1 HI = rank, (A). Letting H’ be the group generated by H 
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and p and letting B’ be the elements left fixed by H’, we similarly get ]H’I = 
rank,, (A); so B’ # B, and if /? is the natural injection from B to A, we are 
done. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let K be a finite (separable) extension of F. Let G = 
Gal(K/F). Let R be the set of all probability-subgroups of G. Let 9 be the 
class of all subobjects of K . Then n(G) = [K : F], and (n) +-+ G,,, is a 
bijective containment reversing map from 9 onto 2. Also if 71: L -+ K and 
HE Z correspond by this map, then H is naturally isomorphic to Gal(K/L), 
and G/fH is naturally isomorphic to Gal(L/F). 
Proof. We say the finite extension K of F (which we will sometimes 
denote by K/F rather than just K) is fundamental if the map (n) t-+ G(,, 
from the class Y(K/F) of all subobjects of K to the set Z’(Gal(K/F)) of all 
probability-subgroups of Gal(K/F) is bijective (i.e., is surjective because of 
Lemma 1.22). 
LEMMA 1.24. If K/F is fundamental, then L/F is fundamental. 
Proof. This follows from Lemma 1.20,’ Proposition 2.5 of [II], a 
checking that q: Y(L/F) + Y(K/F), @) ++ (n 0 p) is a well-defined order- 
preserving injection onto the interval of elements below (z), and a checking 
that the natural maps of all these third isomorphisms theorems commute. 
LEMMA 1.22. Suppose K is normal. Then: 
(1) h,= 1 VzEG=Gal(K/F), 
(2) Vx, y E G 3 unique z E G with pz(x, y) = 1 (i.e., G is a group), 
(3) for each x E G, ux and 7x are both isomorphisms, and x--t a; ’ 0 7, 
is a group isomorphism from G onto the group of all automorphisms of K. 
Proof. In the proof of Lemma 1.5 we saw Barr’s formula that [K : F] = 
]Hom(K, K)I. By Proposition 1.1, Hom(K, K) is a group. For each 
p E Hom(K, K), we apply Proposition 1.4 to 1, p: K + K to get 3 a unique 
xEGandauniquef:A,~Kwithfoa,=l,for,=p.Fromthiswenote 
f o uX of = f 0 1; so by Proposition 1.1, uX o f = 1, and thus both uX and f 
are isomorphisms and p = 0;’ o 7, is one too. This map p c-t x is injective 
(since p = 0;’ o 7J and 1 G] < [K : F] (by Lemma 1.14 since each h, is a 
positive integer), so this map is bijective, each h, is 1, and ]G] = [K : I;]. 
Now a direct computation of p,(x, y) proves (2) and the lemma is proved. 
By Barr’s result [6], that normal covers exist, every finite extension is 
fundamental if every normal finite extension is fundamental. Hence without 
loss we assume K is normal. We let H be any subgroup of G and let L --+n K 
denote the least upper bound of all J-9 K with Gtp) 1 H. We have G(,, 2 H, 
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and it remains to show G(,) = H. If there were a ,u E G,,, with ,u & H, 
Proposition 1.6 would give a finite extension B of F, a homomorphism 
a: L-+B, and a homomorphism /?: B -+K with /?oa=x, ,uop#/?, and 
1 o p =/3 VA E H, which would give G,,, 2 H, (rc) < (p), and (rc) # @) 
(since ,u 6Z G,,,), a contradiction. 
2. INTEGRAL PROBABILITY GROUPS 
Let G be a finite probability group. For x E G we write h, for 
l/p,(x, x-i). We recall G is integral ifp,(x, JJ) . h, is an integer Vx, y, z E G. 
Since h x=p,(Lx).h,, if G is integral, then h, is always an integer, 
necessarily positive. It is easily checked ( or use something like Lemma 2.1 
below) that the set of all x E G with h, = 1 is a probability-subgroup of G, is 
itself a true group, and contains any other true subgroup of G. Hence if G is 
integral, we can assume whenever desired that each x E G with x # 1 has 
h, > 2. For a, b, c E G and for G integral we write [h,, h,, h,] for the least 
common multiple of h,, h,, h,, and write r(a, b, c) for 
~+(a, b) . h, . h,/[h,, h,, h,]. 
LEMMA 2.1. For a, b, c E G and for G integral, r(a, b, c) is a non- 
negative integer. Also r(a, b, c) = r(c, a, b) and r(a, b, C) = r(c- ‘, b- ‘, op ‘). 
Also for a, b E G, 
1 r(a,b,c). [h,,h,,h ]=h ah,. c a 
(caG) 
ProoJ Letting v = 1 in Theorem 1.1(2), we get 
pu-1(x, y). h, = P,-,(A u> .h,-, . 
Making appropriate substitutions and using Theorem 1.1(5), we get 
P&J, b) . h, = P&, b-‘) . h,. 
In [ 11, p. 4671 we have proved that h,-, = h, Vx E G. Using this with 
Theorem 1.1(5) and a slight change of notation, we get 
p,(b, a) . h, = p,(b-‘, c) . h,. 
With this one checks that r(a, b, c) = r(c, a, b). But (now assuming G is 
integral) 
~~-,(a, b) . h, . h, = r(a, b, c> . [h,, h,, h,] 
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is an integer which h, divides. Since T((I, b, c) = T(C, a, b), h, divides it also. 
Similarly, h, divides it. Hence [h,, h,, h,] divides it; so r(a, b, c) is an 
integer. Hence using Theorem 1.1 (l), a proof of the lemma is completed. 
For S any subset of G, (S) denotes the intersection of all probability- 
subgroups of G with contain S. 
LEMMA 2.2. Assume G is integral. Let a, b E G with ({a}) n ({b}) = { 1 }. 
Let y E G with r(a, b, y) # 0. Then r(u, b, y) = 1 and h,lh, and h,l h,. Also 
if we sum h, over all such y, we get h, . h,. 
Proof. We gain use the result noted in the last proof that h,_, = h, 
Vx E G. Also we note that if u E G with r(u-I, a, u) . r(b, b-l, U) # 0, then 
u E ({a))n ({b}); SO u = 1. NOW 
c h, . (r(a, b, z) . [h,, h,, h,]/h,)’ 
(zEG) 
= 1 ~~-,(a, b) . pa(zd, 6-l) . h, . h, . h, 
(ZEG) 
= ,uTG, ~a@, u> . p,(b, b-‘) e ha ahi, . h, 
= ,& r(a, u, a-‘) . r(b, b- I, u-‘) - [h,, h,] e [hb, h,]/(h, . h,) 
= c r(a-‘, a, u) - r(b, b-l, u) . [h,, h,] - [hb, h,]/(h, + h,) 
(ueG) 
= h, . h, = 1 h, . (r(u, b, z) . [h,, h,, h,]/h,). 
(zsG) 
Thus, if we sum over those y with r(a, b, y) # 0, 
C h, . (& b, Y) . [h,, h,, h,llh,) . (r(a, by Y) . [ha9 by h,llh, - 1) = 0, 
and since all these terms are non-negative integers, r(u, b, y) # 0 implies 
r(u, b, Y) - [h,, h,, h,] = h,. 
This, in turn, implies [h, , hb] 1 h, and r(u, b, y) = 1, so the lemma is proved. 
We denote the set of all a E G with a # 1 by G*. For a, b E G*, d,,, 
(Kronecker delta) is to be 1 when b = u and to be 0 otherwise. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let G be a finite integral probability group. Then G* 
is a finite set. ( )-’ is a map from G* onto G* with (x-l)-’ =x Vx E G*. r 
is a map from G* x G* x G* to the non-hegative integers. h is u map from 
G* to the positive integers. Also: 
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(1) h, = h,_, Vx E G*, 
(2) r(x, Y, z) = r(y, z, x) Vx, Y, z E G*, 
(3) r(x, y,z) = r(z-I, y-‘,x-l) Vx, y,z E G*, 
(4) L.C’~ r(x, y, c) . [h,, h,, h,] + 6,,,-, . h, = h, . h, Vx, y E G*, 
and 
(5) CcacC*)&~,a) . r(a-‘,u,v) . [h,,h,,h,] . [h,,h,,h,l/h, + 
h,+ . &,,-A . h, = &cc-) r(v, x, 6) . r(b-‘, Y, u) . [ho, h,, h.1 + 
[hb, h,, h,]/h, + 6,,,,-I . 6,,,-, . h, . h,, for all x, y, u, v E G*. 
Conversely, if these conditions hold, then a unique integral probability group 
is determined. 
Proof. This is a routine check so is omitted. 
The two element probability groups are easily determined. For h any real 
number with h > 1, we let DT,, denote the probability group (integral if and 
only if h is an integer) { 1, x}, where pl(x, x) = l/h; the other probabilities 
are determined by this. 
Let V be any finite projective geometry of degree m with lines Y(V) and 
points 9(V). Define G(V)* = 9(V), and x-i =x, h, = (m - 1) for all 
points x. If x, y, z E G(v)*, let r(x, y, z) = 1 if these points are distinct and 
collinear, let r(x, y, z) = m - 2 if x, y, z are just one point, and otherwise let 
r(x, y, z) = 0. With the above proposition we have defined an integral finite 
probability group G( I’), and one checks (Ix}) consists of two elements 
Vx E G(V)* (see [ 111). Conversely, if G is any finite integral probability 
group such that ({x}) consists of two elements Vx E G*, then with 
Lemma 2.2, one checks there exists a unique (up to isomorphism) finite 
projective geometry I/ with G N G( I’) (compare with [ 11 I). 
We now consider and vary some ideas from [ 121. A finite (not necessarily 
integral) probability group G is called semi-unipotent if a, b, c E G, a # bb’ 
imply pc(a, b) is 0 or 1. If 3c E G with pc(a, b) = 1, we say a . b is defined, 
and let a . b denote c (which, of course, is necessarily unique). Note that 
Lemma 2.1 implies in general that if G is integral and if h, and h, are 
relatively prime, then a . b is defined. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let G be a semi-unipotent jinite probability group, and let 
a,bEG with h,#h,. Then a . b is defined and is a or b according as 
h,>h,orh,>h,. 
ProoJ: Since h, # h,, a # bb’, so a.b is defined. Let c=a.b. l= 
peta, b) . ho/h, = P&, b- ‘) . h,lh,, so pa@, b-‘) = h,/h,. Similarly, 
P&-‘, c) = h,/h,. If c # b and c # a, then each of these positive numbers 
must be 1; so h, = h,, which is a contradiction. Thus, c is b or a. If c = a, 
h,/h, = pb(a- I, c) < 1, so h, < h, . If c=b, h,/h,=p&b-I)< 1, so 
ha,<&. 
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LEMMA 2.4. Let G be a semi-unipotent finite probability group. Let 
a, b, c E G with h, = h,, and pc(a, b) > 0. Then h, < h, . 
Proof. Just suppose h, < h,. 
0 < p&z, b) - h,/h, = pbW1, c> - h,/h,, 
so 0 < pb(a-‘, c). h,-, < h,, so by the last lemma, a-’ . c is defined and is c. 
Thus, b = c; so h, ( h,, which is a contradiction. The lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let A be a semi-unipotent finite probability group. Then A 
is integral if and only if h, is an integer Va E A. 
Proof. Assume h, is an integer Va EA. Then if a # b-‘, pc(a, b) . h, is 
an integer. Hence let a = b-‘. But p,(b-‘, b) . h, = pb(b, c) . h, and this is an 
integer, unless perhaps c = b-l. Hence let c = b-l. But pb(b, b-l) . h, = 
pb(b, b) . h, and this is an integer, unless perhaps b = b-l. We have proved 
that p,(a, b) . h, is an integer, unless perhaps a = b = c = b-‘. But 
pb(b, b) . h, + 1 pd(b, b) . h, = h, ; 
(d#b) 
so even this case is taken care of, and the lemma is proven. 
Let G be a semi-unipotent finite probability group. Let 
H(G*)=(h,jaEG*}={h,<h,<...<h,} 
where 0 <m. For i = l,..., m, let Gi= {a E G) h, < hi}. With Lemmas 2.3 
and 2.4, note each Gi is a probability-subgroup of G. Using Lemma 2.3, one 
checks that if s E Gi, x @! Gi, then px(s, x) = 1. With this one checks that Gi 
is a normal probability-subgroup of G (meaning, if s E Gi with p,(x, y) > 0 
3t E G, with pl(y, x) > 0). But one easily checks that if S is a normal 
probability-subgroup of a semi-unipotent finite probability group G, then S 
and G//S are both semi-unipotent. Also for i = I,..., m, 
H(GT) = {h, )...) hi}, 
H((G//Gi)*> = Ihi+ dn(GA hi+ zln(Gib-., 1, 
and G N Gi V (G//G,), where if A, Y are finite probability groups, A V Y is 
A u Y* made into a probability group in a unique way so that A is a 
probability-subgroup, and A V Y//A N Y by the obvious map (see [ 121); this 
means py(a, y) = 1, p,,(y, a) = 1, and p,,(y, y-‘) = h,/(n(A) - h,,) for a E A, 
y E Y* (where the h, here is from Y and not A V Y). Since one can check 
that ( ) V ( ) is an associative way of combining finite probability groups, 
induction is applicable once one has: 
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LEMMA 2.5. Let B be a semi-unipotent finite probability group with 
H(B*) = {h}. Th en either B is a jinite group (and h = 1) or h # 1 and B has 
exactly two elements (so B = DT,,). 
ProoJ: If h = 1, Lemma 2.1 gives the result; so let h # 1. For b E B* let 
C,=WBIp,(b,b-‘)>O}=(cEBIp,(c,b)>O}. 
Note lEC,;soifb-‘@C,, 
1 = 2 p,(b, b-l) = c P&, b) . h,lh, = c h,lh, 
and since b # 1, h = 1 + JJtCECb,C+I) h, which is nonsense. Thus, b-’ E Cb 
which implies b E C,. Thus, summing over all c E C,, 
1 = 2 p,(b, b- ‘I= c P&V b) + h,lh, 
and the last sum includes l/h, ps(bb’, b), and as many copies of 1 as there 
are cE C, with c # 1 and c# bb’. Thus, C, = { 1, bb’} and pt,(bb’, b) = 
(h - 1)/h. In particular, b = bb’. With this we note that pl(b, b) + 
pt,(b, b) = 1, so pJb, b) > 0 implies d is 1 or b. Thus, ({b}) = (1, b}, so 
Proposition 2.15 of [ 111 gives the structure of B as a finite projective 
geometry. But one checks that one of these is semi-unipotent only if it has at 
most two elements. The lemma is proved. 
The converse of the above is easily checked. By a basic probability group 
we mean either a finite group L or a DT, with h > 1. We define k(L) = 1 
and k(DT,,) = h. Note that n(L) = ]L] and n(DT,J = 1 + h. We have given 
an alternate derivation of a modification of some results of Fernandez and 
Bhattarai: 
PROPOSITION 2.2 (see [ 121). Let G be a finite semi-unipotent probability 
group. Then there exists a unique sequence B, ,..., B, of basic probability 
groups such that 
Conversely, such a join of basic probability groups is semi-unipotent. Also G 
will be integral if and only tfk(Bi) + n,j,i, n(Bj) is an integerfor i = l,..., m. 
Proof: The proof is immediate from the above lemmas, together with the 
easily checked fact that the join of two semi-unipotent finite probability 
groups is itself semi-unipotent. 
Now let G be an arbitrary finite probability group. We call an element 
t E G a T-element if t = t-l, h, # 1, and tla, b, c E G,pb(t, a) > O,p,(t, a) > 0 
imply a = b, a = c, or b = c. We let B be the probability-subgroup of G 
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generated by all the T-elements of G, and call B the T-probability-subgroup 
of G. We spend the rest of this section finding both the structure and the 
possibilities for B, and the restrictions on both these implied when G is 
integral. Some extra notation will be necessary. For a, ,..., a,, c E G and 
n > 3 we define pC(al ,..., a,) by induction as CCxeG) pc(al ,..., an-2, x) . 
px(an-,, a,). We define p,(a,) to be 1 if c = a, and to be 0 otherwise. We 
define pC to be p,(l). By induction one shows: 
1 px(aI,..., a,) * P&, b, ,..., b,) 
(A-EC) 
and 
= ~~(a, ,..., a,, b, ,..., b,) = c pc(aI ,..., a,, Y> . p,(b, ,..., b,), 
(YEW 
Pc(a, ,***, a,) = p,-,(a; l,..., a;‘), 
~,(a, ,..., a,, 1) = pc(al ,..., a,), 
h, . p,(b, a, ,..., a,) = h, . pb(c, a; ‘ ,..., a; ‘), 
Pc(al ,-.., a,, b) . h, = pb(a;’ ,..., a;‘, c) . h,, 
h, . p,(b, a, ,..., a,) = ~~-~(a,,..., a,,) = ~~(a~,..., a,, b) . h,. 
We will use these without special reference. One checks the set of all b such 
that 3 T-elements t, ,..., t, (n > 0) with 
is a probability subgroup of G, and so equals B. For b E B, the smallest n 
such that 3 T-elements II,..., t, with pb(t 1,..., t,,) > 0 is denoted by d(b). 
LEMMA 2.6. Let a, b E B with d(a) < d(b). Let t be a T-element. Then 
pb(a, t) > 0 (respectively pb(t, a) > 0) implies p&2, t) = 0 (respectiuely 
Pa(t, a) = 0). 
Proof. We prove both statements together by induction on d(a). The case 
d(u) = 0 is easily checked. The probability group GOP is defined to have the 
same set as G but to have pz”(a, b) be p,(b, a). One checks that the T- 
elements of GOP are exactly the T-elements of G. This means we need only do 
half of each induction step. Now let d(u) = 1. This means a is a T-element. If 
pc(a, a) > 0, then since pl(a, a) > 0 and 1 # a, c must be 1 or a. Suppose 
p& t) > 0, d(a) < d(b), and just suppose pa(a, t) > 0. Then ~~(a-‘, a) > 0; 
so ~,(a, a) > 0 and so t = a which with p&z, t) > 0 gives p&, t) > 0; thus 
b = 1 or b = t, which contradicts that 1 < d(b). This proves the d(u) = 1 
case. 
@l/71/2-12 
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Now make the induction assumptions, let d(a) = n > 2, n ( d(b), 
~*(a, t) > 0, and just suppose ~~(a, t) > 0. There exist T-elements f, ,..., t, 
with pa(tl ,..., tn) > 0. Hence ~i(t, ,..., t,, a-‘) > 0; so pi(t, ,..., t,, a-‘) > 0 
and so pl,(t2 ,..., t,, a- ‘) > 0; thus there exists an x in B with p,(t* ,..., tn) > 0, 
p!,(x, a-‘) > 0. Thus, d(x) < n - 1 and one checks that d(x) < n - 1 would 
give d(a) < n. Thus, d(x) = n - 1, and pa(tl, x) > 0; so by induction, 
p,(t,, x) = 0. Together pa(tl, x) > 0 and ~~(a, t) > 0 give pb(fl, X, t) > 0. 
Hence there exists a y in B with pb(tl, y) > 0 and p,(x, t) > 0. Denote d(y) 
by m. There exist T-elements s ,,..., s, with p,(s ,,..., s,) > 0. With 
pb(f,, .v) > 0 this gives P&,, s ,,..., s,) > 0; so d(b) < m + 1. Thus, 
d(x) < d(y). Since p,(x, t) > 0, we may apply induction again to get 
p,(x, t) = 0. Now p,(ti, a) > 0 and ~~(a, t) > 0, so p,(t,, a, t) > 0. Thus, 
PW, t,, a, t) > 0; so pl(x-‘, t,, a) > 0, which with pa(t,, x) > 0 gives 
AC- ‘7 11, [,7X) > 0, therefore PlW’, t, 7 f, 3 x, t) > 0 and so 
px(t,, t,, x, t) > 0. Thus, there is a z in B with px(tl, t,, z) > 0, p,(x, t) > 0. 
Since t is a T-element, z = y. Thus, ~*(t,, t,, y) > 0; so there exists a u in B 
with p,.(tr , v) > 0, p,(t,, v) > 0. Hence ~“(tr, x) > 0; so since t, is a T- 
element, v = a. Thus, pa(t,, y) > 0; so ~,,(t,, a) > 0. Since t, is a T-element 
and ~,.(tr, a) > 0 and a #x (because d(u) #d(x)) and y f x (because 
d(x) < d(y)), we conclude that y = a. But p,,(x, t) > 0; so p,(x, t) > 0 and so 
p&z, t) > 0. Since ~,(a, t) > 0 and t is a T-element, we conclude x = b or 
x = a or b = a. Each of these gives a contradiction; so the lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 2.7. Let s be a T-element and a E B. Then there exists a unique 
b E B with b # a and pb(s, a) > 0. 
Proof. By the definition of a T-element uniqueness is immediate. We 
show existence by induction on d(u). If d(u) = 0, b = s works. If d(u) = 1, we 
let b = 1 if a = s and otherwise choose any b with pb(s, a) > 0. Now let 
d(u) = n > 2 and assume the induction hypothesis. There exist T-elements 
1, ,..., I,, with p,(t I ,..., t,) > 0. Thus, there is an x in B with p,(t, ,..., t,-,) > 0 
and p,(x, fn) > 0. One checks that d(x) = n - 1. Let t be t,. By the last 
lemma, p,(x, t) = 0. Just suppose po(s, a) = 1. By induction 3c E B with 
c #x and pe(s, x) > 0. There is a u E B with pU(c, t) > 0. Thus, 
pU(s, x, t) > 0; so there is a u E B with p,(s, U) > 0 and p,(x, t) > 0. Note 
u #x, p,(x, t) > 0 and t is a T-element; so v = u. Thus, p,(s, a) > 0. Since 
p&, a) = 1, we get u = a. Thus, pa(c, t) > 0. Hence p&, t) > 0. But 
px(u, t) > 0 and t is a T-element and c # x; so c = a. Thus, pa@, x) > 0. 
Hence pX(s, a) > 0. But po(s, a) = 1, so x = a. This contradiction proves the 
lemma. 
We denote the unique b of this last lemma by L,(u). Applying this same 
lemma to GOP, we get a unique c E B with pc(u, s) > 0 and c # a. We denote 
c by R,(u). We let Perm(B) be the group of all bijective maps from B to B, 
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and have both L, and R, are in Perm(B). We let W (respectively U) denote 
the subgroup of Perm(B) generated by all L, (respectively, all R,), where s is 
a T-element of G. 
LEMMA 2.8. Let b E B, d(b) = n, and t, ,..., t, be T-elements with 
pJt,, ,..., t,) > 0. Then (L,, o . . . o L,,)(l) = b. 
Proof: We use induction on n = d(b). Both n = 0 and n = 1 are easily 
checked, so let n > 2 and assume the induction hypothesis. We have 
p,(tn,..., t,, b-l) > 0; so pl(t,-I,..., t&l, t,) > 0 and so 
Pt,(t”- 1,..., t,, b-‘) > 0; th us, there is an x in B with px(tn-, ,..., tl) > 0, 
p&, b-‘) > 0. One checks that d(x) = n - 1, so by induction 
(L (“-1 0 .a. o L,,)(l) =x. We have px(tn, b) > 0, so pb(tn,x) > 0 and x = b 
would contradict d(x) = n - 1; so L,,(x) = b and the lemma is proved. 
This last lemma gives that the action of W on B is transitive. When 
applied to GOP it gives that the action of U on B is transitive. 
LEMMA 2.9. Forf E W, gE u,f 0 g= go$ 
Proof. Let s, t be T-elements. It is enough to show L, o R, = R, o L,. Let 
b E B. Let c = L,(b), a = R,(c), e = R,(b), z = L,(e), and just suppose a # z. 
Now p,(s, b) > 0, po(c, t) > 0, a # c. Thus, pa@, b, t) > 0; so 3x with 
pa(s, x) > 0, p,(b, t) > 0. Thus, x is b or e. Thus, a is b or e, or c or z. Thus, 
a is e or b. If a were e, b = R,(e) would be R,(a) = R,(R ,(L,(b))) = L,(b) = c, 
so b would be c which is not true. If b were a, we would have b = R,(L,(b)), 
so R,(b) = W,&(b))) = L,(b), so z = L,(R,(b)) = L,(L,(b)) = b and so 
z = b = a. This contradiction proves the lemma. 
Now let f E W with f( 1) = 1. Let b E B. There exists a g E U with 
g( 1) = b. Thus, 
f(b) =f(dl)) = d.I-(1)) = g(l) = b. 
Thus, f is the identity. Combining this with Lemma 2.8, we have that 
f t+ f (1) is a bijection from W onto B. Let S be the set of all L, such that s 
is a T-element of G. For w  E W 3f, ,..., f, E S with w  = f, o .. . o fi . We 
denote the smallest such n by d(w). Let n = d(w). Let b = w(l). Let x-, = 1, 
x0 = fi( l), x, = fz(x,,) ,..., b = x,-, = fn(x,-,). Let J. = L,,, where si is a T- 
element, for i = l,..., n. Then 
so 
P&*,x-,) > 0, P*,(Sz 9 x0) > O,v PX,& 7 x,- 2) > 0; 
Px,(S2,S1,X-1)>0,...,Px,_,(Sn,...,S2,SI,X_L)>O’ 
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Thus, ~+,(s “,..., s,) > 0. Combining this with Lemma 2.8, we get 
d(w) = d(w( l)), and a converse to Lemma 2.8. 
Now for each f E S let 
Note 1 E P,. 
LEMMA 2.10. Let f E S. Then Pf and f 0 Pf are disjoint. 
Proof. Let s =f(l), b = g(l), c=f(b), where gE Pf and f 0 gE Pf. 
Then pb(s, b) = 0, p,.(s, c) = 0. Also pc(s, b) > 0. Since ps(s, s) > 0 (otherwise 
h, = l), JI,.(s, s, b) > 0. Thus, there is an x E B with pc(s, x) > 0, p,.(s, b) > 0. 
Thus, pX(s, c) > 0; so x = c or x = f (c). The former case is ruled out since 
pc(s, c) = 0; so x = f (c). Thus, x = f  (f(b)) = b, which with px(s, b) > 0 
contradicts P*(s, b) = 0. 
LEMMA 2.11. LetgE Wwithg(l)=b. Theng-‘(l)=b-‘. 
Proof: One checks that d(b-‘) <d(b); so d(b-‘) =d(b). Similarly, 
d( g-r) = d(g). Let pb(tn ,..., tl) > 0 with t, ,..., t, T-elements and n = d(b). By 
Lemma 2.8, g=Ltno *** OL,,. Thus, g-l=LI,o...oLI. But 
pb-,(tl ,..., t,,) > 0; so by Lemma 2.8, (L,, o a.. o L,“)(l)= b-‘. Thus, 
g-‘(l) = b-‘. 
LEMMA 2.12. Letf,kES,gEP,,gok6ZPP,. Thenfog=gok. 
Proof: Let s = f(l), t = k(l), b = g(l), c = g(k(l)), u = f(g(1)). Let r = 
gok; so r-‘=kog-‘. Now c-l = r-‘(l) = k(g-‘(1)) = k(b-‘), so 
PC&t, b-‘) > 0 and c-r #b-I. Thus, p,(b, t) > 0 and c# b. Thus, 
pb(c, t) > 0. Since g 0 k @ Pf, we have pC(s, c) > 0. Thus, pb(s, c, t) > 0. Thus, 
there is an x with pb(s, x) > 0, px(c, t) > 0. Hence px(s, b) > 0. But g E Pf, so 
p&, b) = 0. Thus, x # b. But f  = L, and u = f(b); so po(s, b) > 0, u # b. 
Since s is a T-element, x = U. Thus, pu(c, t) > 0. But we saw pb(c, t) > 0 and 
b # c. Since t is a T-element, u = c. By the comment after Lemma 2.9, 
f  o g = g o k. The lemma is proved. 
We can now apply Proposition 6 of [ 13, p. 181 to get that (W, S) is a 
finite Coxeter system, and for f  E S, Pr= {w E W 1 d(f 0 w) > d(w)}. 
LEMMA 2.13. Let s be a T-element, c, b E B, andp,(s, b) > 0 with c # b. 
Then each of the following are equivalent: 
d(c) > d(b); P&, b) = 0; P~(s, b) = 1. 
Proof. Let f  = L,, choose w  E W with w( 1) = 6, and apply the above 
characterization of P,. 
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LEMMA 2.14. Let b E B, s, ,..., s, be T-elements, p& “,..., s,) > 0, and 
n = d(b). Then pa@,, ..., s,) = 1 and h, = hSn +a* h,, . 
Proof We use induction on n. n = 0 and n = 1 are clear, so assume 
n > 2 and the induction hypothesis. 30 with 
P&l, v) > 0, P”@, - 1 )..., s,) > 0. 
One checks d(v) = n - 1, and b # u. By the last lemma p&,, v) = 1, and by 
induction pJs,- , ,..., s,) = 1 and h, = h S,-I . . . h,,. Thus for u # u, 
I)& 7 u) . PU(S”- I)...) 3,) 
is zero; so summing over all U, p&, ,..., s,) = 1. Note pb-,(u-‘, s,) = 1 and 
note that by that last lemma pu(sn, u) = 0, so with s for s,, 
l/h, = p,(b, b-l) = c c px(s, v) . P,(x, y) . P,O+, s) 
=x Pl(S, u, y) - py(u-‘3 s) = Pl(S, 03 u-l, s) 
= Pl(S, s, u, u-‘) = P&, s, U)/h” 
= c Pz(S, s) * P”(Z, 0)/h” = P,(S s) * l/h” = ll(k * h,); 
so the lemma is proved. 
We now let Z = Z(G) be the set of all T-elements of G. Z is in natural 
bijective correspondence with S by s H L,, so we sometimes identify Z with 
S. For s, t E Z we let MS,, be the order of L, o L, as a group element in W. 
For each s E Z we have a real number h, > 1. 
LEMMA 2.15. Zf s, t E Z with MS,, odd, then h, = h,. 
Proof. 3 a positive integer m with 
(L, 0 LJ* 0 L, 0 L, 0 (L, 0 L,)” = 1, 
and thus 
(L, 0 L,)m 0 L, = (L, 0 L,)m 0 L,. 
Denote this common element by g and let a = g( 1). By the last lemma, 
(h, . h,)” . h, = h, = (h, . h,)” . h,; so h, = h,. The lemma is proved. 
We now speak of the finite Coxeter system (W, S), with the map h from S 
to the reals as the T-type of G. We say a particular T-type is admissible if 
h, > 1 for each s E S, and if h, = h, whenever M,,, is odd. We call this 
integral if each h, is an integer. We use the notation of [ 13, pp. 193-1941, 
together with the h’s separated by a comma to represent horizontal 
adjacency and a semi-colon to represent forked adjacency. We may leave off 
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any h’s which are unambiguous and note that use of semi-colons is 
unnecessary. Hence 
F,]l2, 1257571 uZj(8)[9,7] uD,[6,6; 6961 uB,[6,6,5] 
represents an admissible integral T-type which could be represented by 
F,[12,7] uZ,@)[% 71 uD,[6] uB,[6,5]. 
LEMMA 2.16. Let (W, S) with h be any admissible T-type. Then there 
exists a unique (up to isomorphism) probability group G whose T-probability- 
subgroup in G is G and which has (W. S) with h for its T-type. Also G is 
integral if and only if the T-type is integral. 
Proof. We use Exercise 23 of [ 13, p. 551. In the notation of that exercise 
k is the ring of all real numbers, ps is l/h,, and 1, is 1 - l/h,. The structure 
of this algebra is uniquely determined by e, . e, = e,. w  if d(s, w) > d(w) and 
es * e, = (l/h,) es. w  + (1 - l/h,) e, if d(s . w) < d(w). Using Lemma 2.13 
twice (once on s(l), w(l), and once on (s . w)(l), (s . s . w)(l)) one checks 
that if the T-type comes from a G, then this algebra is the group algebra 
discussed in [ 11, p. 4661. This proves the uniqueness part of the lemma. For 
the existence part, the exercise says the algebra is presented by 
e, . e, = (l/h,) . e, + (1 - l/h,) e,, 
6% - e,)’ = (e, a es)’ if M,,, = 2r, 
(es - e,Y . e, = (e, . e,)’ . e, if M,,, = 2r + 1. 
Clearly, e, ++ 1 annihilates these relations and gives an algebra 
homomorphism aug from this algebra E to the reals. Let k”” be the non- 
negative reals, and let E”” = Ctwewj k”” . e,. By induction on d(w), one can 
check that e, . e,E E”” VW, WE W. For u,uE W we write 
e, . e, = x pw(u, u> . e,, 
where the p,,,(v, u) are uniquely determined non-negative reals. By induction 
on d(w) one proves pl(w, u) > 0 if and only if u = w-l. Now one can check 
that a probability group results, that the s E S are exactly the T-elements, 
and that the T-type of this probability group is the same as the one started 
with. The integrality statement can be gotten by using the h, . e, as a basis 
(i.e., apply the exercise with k the ring of integers, ,u, = h,, 1, = h, - 1). At 
any rate, the lemma is proved. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let the finite integral probability group G 
(respectively, G’) have T-probability-subgroup B (respectively, B’). Then 
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B z B’ if and only if the T-types of G and G’ are the same. These T-types are 
admissible and integral. Conversely, if any admissible and integral T-type is 
given, then there is a Jinite integral probability group whose T-probability- 
subgroup has that T-type. 
Proof. This follows from the above lemmas. 
There are some structure results that may not hold for probability groups 
in general, but do hold for arbitrary extensions. For instance (using a result 
of Burnside and considering separately the doubly transitive case), the 
Galois object for an extension of degree a prime p is always a Go,rJ, where 
r /P - 1; here Gtp,,.) is the orbiit probability group (see Example 2.2 of [ 111) 
of Z, by the unique automorphism group of Z, of order r. 
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